Dr. James Gilkey will be the speaker at the required convocation in the church on Tuesday, January 19, at 11:30 A.M. in the chapel. The session is self-confident. On the same day at the beginning of the Student-Faculty tea at Ballard hall, and in the evening, a banquet will be held in the chapter house. The picture of Russia is said to be particularly interesting in that they reveal the true nature of the country.
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**THE LISTENING POST**

by Donald Modelski

Another anniversary of the birth of George Washington has come and gone, bringing with it many of the accomplishments of a man who succeeded in making himself and his nation the foundation of the world's foreign alliances. The World War resulted in not only a failure to save the world, but also failed in saving the peace which many of the older nations wished to achieve. With all the differences that are being created in these schools, why is the support so great in New Hampshire? Why do all of the secondary schools support such fine teams?

There are many answers to this question, whether right or wrong but one of the big reasons for this interest and development would seem to be the state tournaments. By state tournaments is meant not only the University sponsored tourney but the many others throughout New Hampshire. But for the college itself, the University tournament, the interest becomes greater and greater. Harder and better basketball develops. Lose a game and the team feels "down in the dumps", not so much at losing the game as the idea that they may lose the chance of winning the invitation to the University games. Win a game and the game is seen itself in the finals here.

Two men here at New Hampshire, at the present time, have been great causes behind this spirit and enthusiasm in the game. One, the President, who is the other the present supervisor, have had basket ball developed to what it is today in the state—Henry L. Sway, former of the tournament and organizer, and Carl Lundholm, present "man in the scenes", the man who has charge of making the tournament happen.

**UNH FLYING CLUB CHOOSES LEADERS**

John C. Nutter was chosen to head the flying club as president at a recent meeting of the group; this was announced work Frank F. Tenny was elected as vice-president while John R. Lott and Lewis Bissell were chosen secretary and treasurer to a year term.

At the meeting a committee composed of Mr. Nutter, Mr. Lott, and Bissell were selected to have supervision over making a trailer for transportation of the club's equipment.

**SURPRISING BUT TRUE!**

It is surprising how frequently occasional visitors to the campus wonder how such high quality meals can be served at such low prices. Day in and day out you find quality foods which is most economical.

The University Dining Hall

---

**BUC COOPER INSURED MILK**

Relieve strain on your nerves. Relieve strain on your pocketbook. It is Economy.

**INSURED TIRES**

Smiley Motor Sales

274 Central Avenue

Dover, N. H.

---

**CONNECT STATE OUT VARSIY FIVE IN LAST PERIOD**

DuRie, Witter, and Rogean Are High Scorers In 34-27 Defeat

The varsity basketball team lost its seventh straight game at the hands of Boston College, 34 to 27, but Friday night. The Wildcats, led by Captain Arnie Witter of Hinsdale, N. H., were defeated by the Eagles of the Nutmeggers, who have such a thing as too much experience and too much weight.

Wittner's Only Basket

The second half found the locals forcing the game, and Rogeanopération the scoring on the scoreboard. After falling even terms with their opponents for half of the period the Wildcats would need, and Connecticut forged ahead.

The last minutes of the game was played on a five point lead while the referee was counting down the final seconds of the game.

Rogean's Questionable Basket

The second half found the locals forcing the game, and Rogeanopération the scoring on the scoreboard. After falling even terms with their opponents for half of the period the Wildcats would need, and Connecticut forged ahead.

The last minutes of the game was played on a five point lead while the referee was counting down the final seconds of the game.

Rogean's Questionable Basket

**FRANKLIN, N. H.**

---

**CATHOLIC CLUB**

There will be a meeting of the Catho­lic club in the Common's Trophy room Wednesday, February 24 at 7:30 p.m. The Reverend Paul E. Dewon of Dover will speak on "The Four Marks of the Church." All Catholics are invited to attend.

The healthy heart can change 28 per cent of the energy contained in its respiration of food-fuel into useful work. The best food carries a surplus of energy for surplus and for surplus plus 10 to 11 per cent.

---

**ADDED PROTECTION FOR YOUR HEALTH AND HAPPINESS**

Our MILK IS—

Pasturized in glass.

Sealed and capped with the new controlled atmosphere.

Simplly to you at no extra cost.

A call will bring this quality product to your doorstep.

---

**CHESTER TEECE**

TEL. 15 DURHAM

Badger Farms Creameries

MILK, CREAM AND DAIRY PRODUCTS

---

**Hear Ye, Hear Ye, Hear Ye**

People of Durham, when in need of any electrical repairs, why go to the expense of calling a man out of town? Just call Durham 231 or inquire at 28 Ballard St., Durham, if it is electrical. Our twenty-five years' experience in this line enables us to do your work in a satisfactory manner, and at no cost which will cost we start.
Three days more and the portals of Durham swing wide to welcome the schoolboys of New Hampshire. Approximately one hundred and sixty high school basketball players of sixteen carefully-selected teams from all over the Granite State will invade the University of New Hampshire to prove on the floor of our traditional gymnasium that the small or large high school from which they come has the best basketball team in the state.

The value of the interscholastic tournament is incalculable. The players make many new friends, they receive a pleasant aspect of university life, and they watch high school basketball as it is best played in the state. Furthermore, the school gains much deserved publicity.

At tribute is due to Henry Swasey, originator of the tournament, and Carl Lundholm of the tournament this year.

Three "ski Heils" for Eddie Blood's winter sports team in the Middlebury Carnival! A sweeping of three out of five events goes to show that, practice or no practice, New Hampshire is still a formidable enough aggregation to gain second place among the ten New England teams. Despite lack of practice, New Hampshire's winter sports team, composed of Captain Karl Craigin, John Damon, James Scudder, Al Manton and Eugene Duffy, carried away the skiing events of the Middlebury College Carnival last Friday and Saturday in competition with the ski teams of ten New England colleges and universities.

Second to the Wildcats was the Dartmouth B team; third, Middlebury; fourth, Williams; and fifth, Amherst. Ed Blood's skiers captured the cross country, down hill, and combined events. Dartmouth excelled in the slalom, while Middlebury nosed out the Granite Staters in the ski jumping, but in the cross country event New Hampshire led the field by gaining the first three places.

Individual honors of the meet go to Johnny Damon, high scorer, who placed second in jumping, sixth in cross country, first in the combined, and third in the downhill race. Captain Karl Craigin won the downhill race, while Gene Duffy came in first in the cross country.

The jumping was done on impertinent, packed snow, the cross country on the stinky stone of Breadloaf Mountain, and the other events on eight inches of fairly fast snow on Lincoln Mountain.

The Wildcats were the strongest team they had faced all season. Springfield had their hands full to beat the New Hampshire boys by one basket and North-eastern has twice tasted defeat at the hands of the Wildcats.
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POETRY CLUB

The Poetry club will hold an open meeting Thursday, March 4, at 7:30 in Lincoln Library. Assistant Professor Robert Webster, faculty advisor of the club, invites all students interested in writing poetry or in having poems critiqued to attend.

Gary Cooper says:

"It's plain common sense for me to prefer this light smoke"

A Little over a year ago I changed to Luckies because I enjoy the flavor of their tobacco. Ever since, my throat has been in fine shape. As my voice and throat mean so much to me in my business, it's plain common sense for me to prefer this light smoke. So I'm strong for Luckies!"

An independent survey was made recently among professional men and women—lawyers, doctors, lecturers, teachers, etc. Of those who said they smoke cigarettes, more than 87% stated they personally prefer a light smoke.

Mr. Cooper verifies the wisdom of this preference, and so do other leading artists of the radio, stage, screen and opera. Their voices are their fortunes. That's why so many of them smoke Luckies. You, too, can have the throat protection of Luckies—a light smoke, free of certain harsh irritants removed by the exclusive process "It's Toasted". Luckies are gentle on the throat.

A Light Smoke

"It's Toasted"—Your Throat Protection

Against Irritation—Against Cough